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ABSTRACT

Tasks for teaching predictive modelling and APIs often require learners to use code-driven tools. Minimal research, however, exists about the design of tasks that support the introduction of high school students and teachers to these new statistical and computational methods. Using a design-based research approach, a web-based task was developed. The task was constructed using our design framework and implemented within a face-to-face professional development workshop involving six high school statistics teachers. The teachers were guided through the process of developing a prediction model using: an informal approach; visual prediction intervals; data about movie ratings from an API; and R code that ran in the browser. Our findings from this exploratory study indicate that the web-based task supported the development of new statistical and computational ideas related to predictive modelling and APIs.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Teaching recommendations for implementing data science at the high school and introductory tertiary level include: placing greater emphasis on predictive modelling (Biehler & Schulte, 2017; Gould, 2017; Ridgway, 2016); immersing students in data-rich contexts by sourcing dynamic (“live”) data from the internet (Engel, 2017; Hardin, 2018); and providing opportunities for students to integrate both computational and statistical thinking (e.g., De Veaux et al., 2017; Gould, 2021). An obstacle to implementing these recommendations at the high school level is teacher content knowledge and computing skills, particularly in the areas of machine learning and the use of computer programming (coding) to access, manipulate and visualize data from sources such as APIs (Application Programming Interfaces). While materials for teaching data science at the high school level provide examples of curriculum designs and how computational tools can be used (e.g., mobilizingcs.org/introduction-to-data-science, key2stats.com, prodabi.de, idssp.org), there is a need for the explication of the design principles used to develop the learning tasks.

Clear guidance is also needed for how to design learning tasks that will successfully engage a wide range of high school students with data science, particularly for those who lack confidence with mathematics and computing (Burr et al., 2021). As part of a larger research study, we created a design framework to inform the development of new tasks to introduce code-driven tools for teaching statistical modelling (Fergusson & Pfannkuch, 2021). In this paper, we explore the design and implementation of a task for introducing teachers to predictive modelling using dynamic data sourced from an API.

2. TEACHING PREDICTIVE MODELLING AND APIs

High school statistics courses have traditionally used data collected within formal studies to teach students about study design and statistical inference. Education researchers are re-thinking and
expanding their ideas about data and approaches to statistical modelling and have suggested the inclusion of machine learning approaches and associated algorithmic models in high school curricula (e.g., Biehler & Schulte, 2017). From a learning perspective, algorithmic models could offer a more accessible and conceptually simpler mechanism to introduce students to data science than inferential methods (Gould, 2017; Ridgway, 2016), and research by Zieffler et al. (2021) suggested there might be similar benefits for high school statistics teachers. Predictive modelling, with its focus on developing models by learning from features of data to make predictions and forecasts for likely future outcomes, could also provide opportunities for students to integrate both computational and statistical thinking (e.g., De Veaux et al., 2017). Although machine learning approaches to predictive modelling could be used, previous research cautions against using “black box” approaches to teaching modelling (e.g., Biehler & Schulte, 2017; Magana et al., 2011).

Regression models can be used for predictive modelling and simple linear regression is commonly taught at the high school level (e.g., Bargagliotti et al., 2020). However, a different perspective is needed to teach machine learning and algorithmic modelling than the traditional use of linear regression (Biehler & Schulte, 2017). Teachers’ existing understanding about linear regression also needs to be considered. The purpose of the linear model can be unclear to teachers, for example, whether the line fitted represents a model for a general relationship or a summary of the data-specific relationship (Casey & Wasserman, 2015). Additionally, little is known about how teachers will reconcile algorithmic modelling approaches alongside traditional modelling approaches within the same teaching programme. Biehler and Schulte (2017) suggested that teaching predictive modelling from a data science perspective could build from familiar understandings of linear regression but include more emphasis on validation through residual analysis and predictive accuracy.

Simple linear regression models are too “simple” to produce high rates of predictive accuracy using point predictions, but more advanced approaches to regression would be beyond the scope of this paper. Using data that is obtained can also raise difficulties. Data formats and hierarchical structures such as JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) and XML (Extensible Markup Language) are not common for teachers, nor are manipulations with the raw data obtained from the API, for example, working with timestamps or text. Recommendations to use interactive documents such as RMarkdown (Allaire et al., 2021) to access dynamic data (e.g., Hardin, 2018) are not likely to be widely adopted at the high school level as they involve installing and using specialist software. Teachers may prefer tools that are web-based, free, require minimal time to learn how to use, and offer collaboration and easy sharing of tasks (Biehler, 2018). Therefore, care is needed to design predictive modelling tasks that balance new statistical and computational ideas, with the learning demands of using new data technologies.

A common thread to discussions about data science education is that students need to integrate both statistical and computational thinking (e.g., De Veaux et al., 2017; National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine, 2018), and that students need to develop at least some computer
programming skills (e.g., Cetinkaya-Rundel & Rundel, 2018; Nolan & Temple Lang, 2010). Arguments exist for and against teaching statistics at the high school level using code-driven tools, computational tools which users interact with predominantly by entering and executing text commands (code). Statistics education research at the high school level, however, has largely involved GUI-driven tools, computational tools which users interact with predominantly by pointing, clicking, or gesturing.

With respect to introducing predictive modelling and data sourced from APIs, using a code-driven tool could support the teaching of statistical and computational thinking. Central to statistical thinking is the use of statistical models (Wild & Pfannkuch, 1999). Using a code-driven tool could lower the cognitive demands of the statistical modelling task (Son et al., 2021), as code can be used to articulate modelling steps (Kaplan, 2007). We contend that computational transparency, that is, how obvious the computations performed by the code are to the learner, is an important consideration when using code-driven tools for teaching statistical modelling. By using a code-driven tool, students can modify requests when accessing and using data from APIs, allowing the data context to be central to their learning and decisions (Weiland, 2017; Wild & Pfannkuch, 1999). Furthermore, the use of a coding approach has the potential to allow for exploration of “what if?” scenarios, explorations that are often restricted by the options provided by GUI-driven tools.

The design of the task should take cognizance of the presentation and interface for the computational tool and allow students to tinker with a model articulated with code and to visualize changes instantaneously (cf. TinkerPlots™). The R (R Core Team, 2020) package learnr (Schloerke et al., 2018), for example, provides a way to produce an interactive web-based task where students can execute small “chunks” of R code within a web browser. Since the release of learnr in 2017, the package has had over 250,000 downloads but there are very few research articles that describe the use of the tool to design learning tasks (e.g., Fergusson & Pfannkuch, 2021; Wiedemann et al., 2020). In general, it is difficult to find substantial literature that explicitly communicates strategies for designing tasks that introduce code-driven tools for statistical modelling at the high school level.

2.1. THE NEW ZEALAND TEACHING CONTEXT

New Zealand has one national curriculum which is taught at nearly all high schools. Grade 12 statistics students are assessed against the curriculum using school-based assessment tasks and national examinations. Curriculum and assessment materials provided by government educational agencies (e.g., New Zealand Qualifications Authority, 2019) were used to review current approaches to the teaching and assessment of predictive modelling. We identified that Grade 12 statistics students are expected to use linear regression models to make predictions but are not required to engage with sample-to-population inference ideas when using linear regression models, for example, interpreting confidence intervals for the model parameters. Students are also not expected to: use a prediction model developed with one set of data to generate predictions for cases within a different set of data; generate prediction intervals from a model; evaluate a model in terms of predictive accuracy; discuss precision versus accuracy; access APIs as a source of data; or use computer programming as part of the predictive modelling process. Consequently, high school statistics teachers are unlikely to have experience with designing and implementing tasks that employ these approaches.

2.2. RESEARCH QUESTION

The purpose of this research is two-fold. The first purpose of the research was to test and refine a design framework that was previously developed. We wanted to ascertain if the design framework could be applied for developing a task that uses a different source of data (dynamic via APIs), a different statistical modelling situation (predictive modelling), and predominantly one type of tool (code-driven). The second purpose of the research was to trial the task with teachers to learn what new statistical and computational ideas and thinking might emerge. The research question is:

*Given that teachers are familiar with simple linear regression, what new statistical and computational understandings emerge when they are exposed to a new code-driven learning environment that includes dynamic data via APIs and predictive modelling?*
3. RESEARCH APPROACH

New Zealand, like many countries, is considering how to implement data science education at the high school level. As data science approaches are not currently used within the teaching and assessment of statistics at the high school level, a design-based research approach (e.g., Bakker & van Eerde, 2015) was used for the larger research study this paper sits within. A key feature of design-based research is the design and testing of a significant teaching intervention (Anderson & Shattuck, 2012), which for the larger study was the development of new tasks to introduce code-driven tools for teaching statistical modelling from a data science perspective.

Design-based research seeks to simultaneously develop solutions to practical problems grounded in real learning environments alongside new and reusable design principles (Reeves, 2007). Design principles developed from design-based research are theories intended to support other designers to create or observe similar outcomes (Van den Akker, 1999). In alignment with the descriptions provided by Edelson (2002), McKenney and Reeves (2018), and Reeves (2007), the design-based research process used for the larger study involved iterations of four aspects: (1) identifying research problems through the analysis of a practical teaching issue; (2) constructing new learning tasks informed by existing and hypothetical design principles and technological innovations; (3) implementing and refining tasks through teaching experiments; and (4) reflecting and evaluating to produce new design principles and enhanced tasks.

3.1. TASK DESIGN FRAMEWORK

A design framework is a set of design guidelines to use to create a “product” that will support the desired goals for a specific learning context (Edelson, 2002). Through the development of another task within the larger study, we explicated a design framework to construct tasks that introduce learners to statistical modelling using code approaches (Fergusson & Pfannkuch, 2021). Because of the iterative nature of design-based research, we now present our evaluation of the task and design framework developed earlier and the resultant changes to the framework.

The learning task from the first iteration was constructed to move learners from a familiar GUI-driven tool to an unfamiliar code-driven tool for carrying out the randomization test, a familiar statistical modelling approach. Consequently, some of the design principles specifically mentioned GUI-driven tools and assumed existing knowledge of the statistical modelling approach. For the second iteration of the design framework, the following changes were made: the references to GUI-driven tools were replaced with references to statistical modelling ideas or processes; a new design consideration concerning the tools used was added; and the descriptions of the design principles and considerations were modified. The changes were made in order to produce reusable design principles, rather than ones that were too specific to the tools used for the previous task. An overview of the second iteration of the design framework used to construct the task for this paper is shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Design framework for constructing statistical modelling tasks that introduce code-driven tools](image-url)
To use the design framework to construct a task that introduces a code-driven tool for statistical modelling, the task designer needs to decide what statistical modelling approach will be used. There will be an initial idea about the learning goal(s), which are shaped during the design of the task and finalized at the end of the construction process. The design principles are used to inform decisions about features of the learning task in terms of specific actions or experiences for learners and the chronological order of these actions or experiences. The design principles immerse, re-familiarize, describe, match, adapt and explore are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. The six design principles of the design framework

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design principle</th>
<th>Learning action or experience</th>
<th>Anticipated learning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Immerse in data context (P1)</td>
<td>Participate in activities that promote engagement with the data context</td>
<td>Understanding the nature of the data that is used across the task</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re-familiarize with statistical modelling ideas (P2)</td>
<td>Carry out familiar statistical modelling activities without using code</td>
<td>Application of statistical thinking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Describe computational steps of statistical modelling process (P3)</td>
<td>Use words to describe key computational steps of statistical modelling process</td>
<td>Decomposition of modelling steps and recognizing required computation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Match statistical modelling steps to code chunks (P4)</td>
<td>Read and match lines of code with statistical modelling steps</td>
<td>Recognizing aspects of code syntax and structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adapt code chunks with slight modifications (P5)</td>
<td>Identify features of code to change to complete a statistical modelling action</td>
<td>Integration of statistical and computational knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explore “what if?” changes to code (P6)</td>
<td>Modify at least one aspect of provided code to produce new or unexpected outputs</td>
<td>New knowledge gained by integrating statistical and computational thinking</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Alongside the design principles, the construction of the task is simultaneously guided by four design considerations that inform broader decisions across the learning task: the introduction of new knowledge, the data used, the tools used and the level of computational transparency.

- The introduction of new knowledge (C1) refers to the use, content and sequence of phases and steps within a task to introduce learners to new ideas.
- The data used (C2) refers to selecting and using different variables or different sets of data within the same data context for the task.
- The tools used (C3) refers to combining different tools for statistical modelling (unplugged, code-driven, GUI-driven) and connecting actions or representations between tools within the task.
- The level of computational transparency (C4) refers to how obvious the computations performed by the tool are to the learner.

4. TASK CONSTRUCTION

We now discuss how our design framework was used to construct the task used for the research reported in this paper (see Appendix). The statistical modelling approach was an informal method that relied on teachers’ reasoning with features of visualizations to construct a model that generated prediction intervals. The form of the prediction model was \( \text{predicted } y = a + bx \pm \text{error} \), where \( a \) and \( b \) are the y-intercept and slope of a linear model respectively, and \( \text{error} \) is a numeric value visually estimated by the teacher to model prediction error. The learning goal for the task was for the teachers to create a model that generated prediction intervals, using data sourced from an API.
4.1. DATA-RELATED DESIGN DECISIONS

The decision to use dynamic data from an API for the task was informed by the design consideration of the data used (C2), as well as the larger research study goal to provide a data science perspective for statistical modelling. The use of dynamic data provided an opportunity to learn about a new modern data source and related computational ideas, at the same time as supporting development of predictive modelling ideas by providing different data sets. Conventionally, the process of training and testing a prediction model would involve the same set of data, for example randomly allocating 80% for training and 20% for testing. However, as the data for this investigation was sourced from an API, it was decided to ask teachers to develop a model based on data from one search query and apply it to data from a different search query. The approach also allowed for similar reasoning one might face when using an inference made from a sample from one population and applying this generalization to another population or inferring to a wider population.

The OMDb API (omdbapi.com) was chosen because it provided data about movies, including information about movie ratings from three different sources. Additionally, OMDb provided an “API explorer”, a graphical-user interface (GUI) to send requests to the API, without using a programming language, a feature that aligned with the design consideration of the tools used (C3). Specifically, it was decided to design questions that supported teachers to connect actions and representations of the API-driven “API explorer” and the code-driven tool. To support an informal approach to predictive modelling, facilitate access to dynamic data from an API and a code-driven tool, it was decided to design a web-based task.

4.2. WEB-BASED TASK DESIGN DECISIONS

The task was implemented using an interactive web page created using RMarkdown (Allaire et al., 2021), the R package learnr (Schloerke, Allaire, & Borges, 2018) and the tidyverse (Wickham, 2017) ecosystem of R packages. The learnr package provided many features that aligned with our design framework, including being able to: create individual steps for the task containing instructions, multimedia, and links to other webpages; run small “chunks” of R code within the task; embed interactive quiz questions within the task; and reveal each step of the task individually as the task progressed.

When developing the code provided to teachers, the statistical modelling approach for the task and the level of computational transparency (C4) were considered. The computations related to accessing data from the API were hidden to the teachers by using a function developed by the researcher (the first author). To support teachers’ understanding of the prediction model, the computations related to linear regression and representing the prediction model graphically were revealed to the teachers. Code was developed using the R package ggplot2 (Wickham, 2016) and provided to the teachers using code chunks. The code chunks facilitated fitting simple linear regression models, quantifying the average size of the prediction errors, tinkering with the model parameters, visualizing the prediction intervals, and training and testing a prediction model on different sets of data.

The quiz question functionality of learnr was used to construct what we call “tinker questions.” A tinker question presents a set of related TRUE/FALSE statements that are deliberately written to require action by the learners within a computational learning environment in order to evaluate each statement. As opposed to quiz questions that assess existing or recently acquired knowledge, these tinker questions were used to stimulate the development of new computational knowledge by encouraging learners to make connections between actions and representations of the tools used (C3). Figure 2 presents a tinker question, which was used for step 1 of the task, along with a screenshot of the expected output from using the OMDb API explorer.
The stem of the tinker question required the teachers to use the OMDb API explorer to send a request to the OMDb API. By searching for a movie with the title “star wars”, both the URL request needed to make the request programmatically and the response to the request as JSON were generated. Each of the TRUE/FALSE statements presented for the tinker question was designed to help teachers to notice specific features of the output generated. Specific types of statements included those that were FALSE to create conflicting representations and those that encouraged a focus on recognizing patterns or structure within code or other computational representations. The teachers then submitted their answer, based on ticking which statements they believed were TRUE. If any of their answers were incorrect, the teachers then needed to repeat the process to identify which statements were TRUE or FALSE. The process of evaluating each TRUE/FALSE statement requires noticing and reflecting on the product(s) of each action, which we conjecture facilitates micro interrogative cycles (Wild & Pfannkuch, 1999).

The design consideration of the introduction of new knowledge (C1) led to the decision to use the progressive reveal setting for the learnr-constructed task. The steps of the task were revealed to the teachers progressively; when they completed each step, the next step appeared below the previous step(s) on the same web page. The progressive reveal setting also prevented the teachers from moving to the next step until the tinker question was successfully answered. Similarly, this setting prevented the teachers from moving to the next step until the code provided was executed at least once. These settings were used to carefully sequence the order and amount of new computational and statistical ideas introduced across the steps of the task.

4.3. SUMMARY OF TASK PHASES AND STEPS

A summary of the two phases of the task and how they relate to the six design principles and the steps of the task are provided in Table 2. The Appendix provides a static version of the full web-based task used, and links to the R code used to create the task and a demo version of the task. Each phase
and step of the task is now described and includes further explanations about how the design framework informed design decisions.

Table 2. A summary of the phases, design principle and steps used for the task

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Summary of phase</th>
<th>Principle</th>
<th>Steps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Introduce dynamic data from an API</td>
<td>Immerse (P1)</td>
<td>1 to 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Introduce predictive modelling ideas</td>
<td>Re-familiarize (P2), Describe (P3), Match (P4), Adapt (P5), Explore (P6)</td>
<td>6 to 14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first phase focused on *immersing* (P1) teachers in dynamic data from an API, specifically movie ratings from the OMDB API. Tinker questions were used for four of the five steps of this phase (Q1, Q3, Q4, Q5). After being introduced to the structure of API requests and JSON in Step 1, Step 2 built further knowledge of the API by asking teachers to familiarize themselves with selected aspects of the API documentation. The knowledge introduced in Steps 1 and 2 was then used in combination with the code provided in Step 3 to modify requests to the API. Steps 4 and 5 encouraged teachers to adapt the code provided to change the API requests. These steps also allowed the teachers to further familiarize themselves with the nature of the data available about movies from the OMDB API, including the structure of the data and how the data could be manipulated to create new variables.

The second phase focused on introducing teachers to predictive modelling ideas, by drawing on familiar ideas of simple linear regression, notably the intercept, slope, and ideas of sampling variability. Discussion prompts were used across the questions in this phase to facilitate discussion between teachers and to stimulate thinking. Step 6 used a prompt asking teachers to discuss whether they expected there would be relationship between the Metascore and IMDb ratings for movies. Step 7 provided the complete code to create a scatter plot, but the x and y variables were incorrect, requiring a small change to produce the expected visual representation.

Steps 8 and 9 introduced teachers to fitting simple linear regression models using R code and interpreting relevant features of scatter plots. As it could not be assumed that teachers had constructed prediction intervals before, either informally or formally, these steps were used to *re-familiarize* (P2) teachers with the key computational steps required for an informal approach. In particular, Step 9 was used to shift the focus to prediction and to informal approaches for creating prediction intervals using visual features of the data and fitted line. The step specifically asked teachers to discuss whether “You can use an interval to give the predicted metascore rating based on the variation (vertical scatter) observed in the data/plot” and what two numbers they could use for a prediction interval of the `metascoreRating` of a movie that had an `imdbRating` of 7.

Step 10 presented the model to generate prediction intervals, and teachers were asked to estimate the error term for the model. The teachers needed to read the comments within the code that described (P3) the lines of the code and then adapt (P5) the code, by adjusting the values assigned to the y-intercept, slope, and error. The guidance provided to teachers about how to decide on the numeric value for the error was to base it on their visual estimate of how far away the points sat vertically from the line. Teachers were expected to use the visual representation of the prediction intervals generated – the line fitted and the yellow shaded band around this line – and to match (P4) these visual representations to the code used for their model. The discussion prompts in Step 10 were used to encourage teachers to think about model accuracy, by contrasting the percentage of correct predictions using point estimates (the fitted line only) with using prediction intervals (the model developed).

Step 11 asked teachers to discuss how well they thought their prediction model would work with movies that have the word “war” in their title. This step signaled a shift in the task to consider using the prediction model with a new set of data and introduced ideas of training and testing. Step 12 asked teachers to adapt (P5) code to match (P4) the model they developed in Step 10 and then to discuss how well their prediction model worked for movies with the word “war” in their title. To further explore the idea of generalizability and to provide another visual example of applying their prediction model to a new set of data, Step 13 provided teachers with code to generate and use their model with movies with the word “love” in their title.
Similar to Step 7, the code provided produced a visualization but there were a few more aspects of the code that needed adapting (P5) before the model could be evaluated using the new set of data. Step 14 provided teachers an opportunity to go back to any previous step and look more closely at the code used. This step also provided encouragement for teachers to explore (P6) changes to the code by following their own curiosity.

5. TASK IMPLEMENTATION

5.1. PARTICIPANTS

The participants were four female and two male Grade 12 statistics teachers. The teachers had, on average, 10.5 years high school teaching experience (mean = 10.5, min = 7, max = 14), and all had experience teaching Grade 12 statistics. Only one of the teachers was confident using the statistical programming language R, although this teacher had not taught R at the high school level. The teachers were participants in the larger study which involved four full-day professional development workshops. Permission to conduct the study was granted by the University of Auckland Human Participants Ethics Committee.

5.2. TEACHING EXPERIMENT

The teaching experiment, which is the focus of this paper, took place during the second day of four full-day professional development workshops that the teachers attended. This was the first task where the teachers were working entirely through a statistical modelling task using a code-driven tool and took place in the afternoon. The theme for the workshop was Star Wars and in the morning session teachers explored a Star Wars API (swapi.dev) by modifying URLs and finding information from the JSON returned (see Fergusson & Wild, 2021).

5.3. DATA COLLECTION

Teachers worked in pairs to complete the task with access to one laptop computer. The teacher pairings for this task were: Amelia and Ingrid, Alice and Naomi, and Harry and Nathan (pseudonyms have been used). All the teacher actions, responses, interactions with the software tools and conversations were captured using screen-based video and audio recordings with the browser-based tool Screencastify. Teachers were asked to think aloud as they completed the task, to support the analysis of thought processes, not just the product of thinking (Van Someren et al., 1994). To further capture teachers’ thinking and actions while completing the task, reflective practice was encouraged after the task through a semi-structured group discussion. The group discussions were also used to elicit ideas and feedback from the teachers on the design of the task and its anticipated effectiveness for teaching students. Transcripts were made of any conversations and verbal responses to the task.

5.4. DATA ANALYSIS

The teacher responses and actions for each step of the task were compared and contrasted to explore how new computational ideas related to APIs were developing and what understandings about predictive modelling emerged. Using a task oriented qualitative analysis approach (Bakker & van Eerde, 2015), special attention was paid to episodes that revealed examples of statistical and computational understandings related to predictive modelling or APIs. The transcripts and screen recordings were read and viewed chronologically for each pair of teachers, and annotations made to the transcripts with conjectures about the nature of the teachers’ thinking and reasoning. These annotations led to the identification of salient examples that would inform the research question with examples selected through a process of constant comparison (e.g., Bakker & van Eerde, 2015; Creswell, 2012).
6. RESULTS

All the teachers discussed the specific data context of movie ratings at various times throughout the task and developed new computational ideas related to APIs, including identifying features of JSON, modifying API queries, and using R code to access and visualize data from an API. Drawing on familiar ideas related to simple linear regression, the teachers were able to develop a model to generate prediction intervals by adapting code. They also demonstrated some understanding of training and testing a prediction model on different sets of data. We now present in more detail the results of the teachers’ interactions with the task and the consequent emergent understandings that arose.

The focus for the task initially was immersing teachers in the data context of movie ratings, by integrating new computational knowledge related to APIs with familiar statistical knowledge including rectangular data sets and features of scatterplots (see Appendix, Steps 1 to 5). We observed that the teachers were able to read information about movies presented as JSON, even when it appeared they were unfamiliar with the associated vocabulary. For instance, when reading the statements for the Step 1 tinker question, Harry repeated the word “JSON” several times and Alice asked, “What’s a JSON, is that the green thing?”, indicating both teachers were unfamiliar with the word. The teachers then looked for “JSON” within the OMDb API documentation and successfully negotiated a new understanding that a “JSON” was a type of data structure or new computational representation. The teachers were able to identify the information required within the JSON to answer questions. To illustrate, when considering the statement that referred to the JSON being nested, Amelia responded, “Yes, it’s got the little square brackets”, demonstrating a connection between the word “nested” to this structural aspect of the computational representation.

The teachers demonstrated new ideas related to the structure of API queries, including the use of parameters and URL encoding. The sequencing of the questions, in particular introducing and progressively revealing new ideas at each step and re-using these new ideas in later questions, appeared to help to build these computational ideas. For example, when Harry and Nathan reached Step 3, the first statement they evaluated as TRUE or FALSE was, “There are around 728 (TV) series with wars in their title.” Both teachers remembered from the previous step that there was a way to change the request and pointed to the `type=movie` part of the query request, before reviewing the OMDb API documentation to confirm the request needed to be changed to `type=series`. Although Step 3 reminded the teachers to use a “+” to represent a space for a search request, all the teachers referred back to knowledge gained from Step 1, when they used the API explorer to generate JSON for a search for “star wars”. Thus, they connected actions and representations between the GUI-driven API explorer and the code-driven tool.

In Steps 4 and 5, where the teachers were provided with code that produced data about the movies in the form of an interactive table, they successfully modified the code and identified information about the number and nature of the variables available. For example, the teachers discovered the function `getResults()` will only return a maximum of 100 results and that data represented using JSON can also be represented as a data table. The task did not ask teachers to manipulate any of the variables provided in the datasets returned from the OMDb API. However, when answering the tinker question used for Step 5, the teachers developed new knowledge about the required computational actions for using other variables from the API data source. For instance, when considering whether the variable `Runtime` was numeric, Amelia said, “at the moment it’s not, you would have to remove ‘min’.” Similarly, when discussing the variable `Genre`, Alice commented that each movie has “got multiple genres” and that the variable could not be used to focus on movies from just one genre.

The focus of the task then moved to predictive modelling, in particular, the development of an informal model to generate prediction intervals by extending familiar ideas of simple linear regression models (see Appendix, Steps 6 to 14). The teachers demonstrated they could quantify the size of the prediction errors using an informal visual approach that applied statistical thinking. To illustrate, in Step 9 the teachers were instructed to run the code provided, which produced a scatter plot with the least squares regression line fitted and were asked if the following statement was true: You can use an interval to give the predicted metascore rating based on the variation (vertical scatter) observed in the data/plot. The statement was specifically included to support teachers to think about predictive precision. Step 9 also included a discussion prompt asking teachers to create their own prediction
interval for the `metascoreRating` of another movie that had an `imdbRating` of 7. To determine their prediction interval, Nathan and Harry placed their pens on top of the computer screen and moved these up and down in parallel positions to the fitted line. Figure 3 shows Nathan’s red pen in its final position and Harry’s blue pen, which was still being positioned.

![Figure 3. Nathan’s red pen and Harry’s blue pen being used to help determine their prediction interval](image)

To help Harry position his pen, Nathan told him to, “Take out that bottom one! We’re not using all the dots, are we?” Harry and Nathan then discussed how much “margin of error” they needed by estimating the vertical distance “above” and “below” the fitted line to their respective pens, settling on half a “square” or “12.5, around 12”. Alice and Naomi used similar reasoning, but without pens, which was influenced by the scale breaks used for the `metascoreRating`, leading to the same prediction error value of 12.5.

Step 10 of the task required teachers to develop a prediction model using search data for movies with the word “star” in the title. Although the form of the prediction model was unfamiliar to the teachers, they were all able to adapt the code provided by changing the values for `a`, `b`, and `error`, thus demonstrating some understanding of how the code syntax and structure related to the prediction model. Each pair of teachers took a different approach to developing their prediction model, with their final attempts shown in Figure 4.

![Figure 4. The prediction models developed by each pair of teachers for step 10 of the task](image)

Harry and Nathan (HN, Figure 4) copied the coefficients for the fitted line, noticing that these were generated from the code provided for Step 10. When reading the line of code `error <- 3`, Harry said, “Error is 3, don’t know what that means”, and Nathan reminded him of Step 9 and the “margin of error”, leading them to use the Step 9 error value of 12 for their model. Alice and Naomi (AN, Figure 4) decided on `a` and `b` values for their model entirely “by eye” rather than using the coefficients for the fitted line, which they didn’t notice in the output. Alice was unsure about the value for the error, asking Naomi, “Can we play around with that as well?”

The teachers appeared to be guided by model accuracy when developing their informal prediction model. For example, Alice and Naomi initially started with the error used for Step 9 but increased the error value incrementally, with Naomi commenting “If we want 95%, we probably want it a little wider.” While Alice and Naomi specifically discussed how many movies/points their prediction model “caught”, the other two pairs of teachers only considered the accuracy of their prediction model after
reading the discussion prompt for Step 10. For example, Amelia stated in response to the prompt, “If you just use the line, you’re basically all wrong, if you use the model we’re about 90%.”

The learning benefit of attempting to quantify the prediction error for the model first, before using code to visualize the error, can be illustrated in Amelia’s and Ingrid’s initial response to Step 10. Because they did not read the discussion prompt in Step 9, they did not create a prediction interval before reaching Step 10. Consequently, Amelia and Ingrid needed help from the researcher to begin the development of their prediction model in Step 10, as they were not able at this point in the task to integrate statistical and computational knowledge. There appeared to be too much new information for them to process in one step, as they had to grapple with new code, a new visualization, and a new type of model at the same time.

The focus on prediction intervals also appeared to support the teachers to consider the purpose of a prediction model. For instance, when the teachers were asked at the end of the task “In general, what do you want out of a prediction interval?”, Naomi and Harry had the following exchange:

Naomi: Well, you want it [the prediction interval] to be narrow but you also want it to be realistically narrow. It’s no good saying you want it to be narrow if it doesn’t actually predict very well.

Harry: The thing is, I came back to the question, who is actually going to be using this. If you get a prediction interval of 24 overall it is almost a little bit meaningless, it’s one quarter of 100.

Naomi: Depends if you want to have a precise prediction, then yeah, you need a narrow interval for predicting a number but if you want to capture the variation then a wide interval is useful for communicating the variation.

In this exchange, Harry wanted a prediction interval that is precise or narrow and that can be used by someone to make a meaningful prediction, whereas Naomi considered the difference in modelling motivation between explanation and prediction.

The teachers were asked in Step 11 to discuss how well their model would work for movies with the word “war” in their title. They were given the opportunity to make changes to the code for their model, but none changed the y-intercept or slope for their model. Harry and Nathan kept the error value at 12, whereas Alice and Naomi decided to increase their error to 20, reasoning there would be more variation for the imdbRating scores for war movies. Amelia and Ingrid kept their error at 15 but only after a very long discussion on how males dominated the IMDb rating data. Later in the workshop, Amelia and Ingrid stated that they were unsure about whether they should have changed their model based on their contextual discussions or just used the features of the training data. Amelia reflected, “When building your model, and you know your training data is going to be quite different, do you leave it, or do you just make the error really big and be like ‘it works’?” Hence, for four of the teachers, contextual considerations were an important part of the modelling process.

The teachers demonstrated awareness of an iterative approach to modelling, including the benefits of training and testing when developing a prediction model. Having easy access to new data sets via the API supported teachers to refine their informal prediction model and to appreciate the need to consider how well the model might work for new unseen data, as well as the need to consider uncertainty in the data and model. For example, Amelia made the following reflection:

*I think it [the approach] makes the model more meaningful and the understanding about the uncertainty in it [the model], that makes that really realistic. Because the idea is, if you have all the data that you need right there, putting the model to it, you know how well it works for the data that’s there. But if you are actually going to use that model to then make a prediction for something that you don’t know as much about then ‘oh my gosh!’ you have to worry about uncertainty.*

When given the opportunity to test their model using two different sets of data in Steps 12 and 13 (movies with the word “war” in their title, then “love”), all pairs of teachers successfully adapted the code provided so that the data was appropriate. Additionally, all pairs of teachers modified the error value in response to the accuracy of the predictions. The modifications to the error value were based on considering how many movies/points were captured by the yellow band that represented the prediction intervals produced by the model. It was not intended that the teachers changed their models when using
a different set of data, as the task aimed to introduce teachers to the predictive modelling approach of training a model on one set of data and testing the same model on a new set of data. However, it appeared that by accessing different data sets and making changes to their prediction models, the task seemed to support ideas about generalizability, as can be seen in Naomi’s reflection:

Actually one of the things that impressed me was that we didn’t change the gradient or the intercept and yet that line fitted everything we tried pretty well. It pretty much went through the points no matter which thing we tried it on which was really good.

Step 14 of the task was designed to encourage teachers to explore changes to the code with respect to the data and models, but all teachers did this as part of Step 13, when they were asked to test their model for movies with the word “love” in their title. For example, Naomi tried out searches for movie titles using other words without prompting from the researcher.

Overall, the teachers appeared to develop new statistical and computational ideas related to APIs and predictive modelling, which seemed to be influenced by the code-driven learning environment provided. The design of the web-based task meant that they could simultaneously: become familiar with the specific data-context of movie ratings; use R code to access and visualize data, as well as generate and visualize prediction intervals; and train and test a prediction model on different sets of data.

7. DISCUSSION

Our research question was interested in finding any new statistical and computational understandings related to APIs and predictive modelling that might emerge as teachers interacted with a task that was constructed using our design framework. We observed that all the teachers were able to use a code-driven tool to interact with APIs and to develop a model that generated prediction intervals. We believe the task provided a stimulating “first exposure” to predictive modelling for the teachers, which could be due to the specific design decisions made when constructing the task using the design framework. We now discuss specific design decisions, namely, the informal approach to development of a prediction model and the use of: dynamic data from an API; progressive reveal; code chunks; and tinker questions. We make tentative links between these decisions and the results presented about teachers’ emergent understandings and reflect on our design framework.

It appears that the informal approach to developing a prediction model, primarily the visualization of error, provided an opportunity for teachers to develop their own reasoning for what made a good prediction model. Consistent with statistics education research concerning informal inference, the teachers developed their own rules for “making calls” when they decided the value of the error for their prediction model (e.g., Makar & Rubin, 2018; Fergusson & Pfannkuch, 2020). Additionally, the visualization of prediction intervals appeared to support teachers to assess their models in terms of both predictive precision and accuracy. Although specific concepts of underfitting, overfitting and generalizability were not explicitly discussed by the teachers during the task, Naomi’s reflection about keeping the slope and intercept of the prediction model fixed indicated that the task provided a foundation for further development of these predictive modelling ideas.

The use of movie ratings data obtained directly from an API appeared to support the teachers’ development of predictive modelling ideas across the task (cf. Weiland, 2017). Using their prediction model with a new set of data to generate prediction intervals appeared to help teachers become familiar with the ideas of data for training and data for testing, a necessary focus according to Biehler and Schulte (2017). The use of an API to access and use more than one data set as part of the modelling process, rather than just one static data set, also appeared to help teachers appreciate the predictive goal of the modelling task which, as Amelia said, was “to use that model to then make a prediction for something that you don’t know” (cf. Casey & Wasserman, 2015).

The number and scope of new ideas related to predictive modelling and APIs introduced to teachers within the task was not trivial. The decision to use a web-based task, created using the R package caret, provided the important feature of progressively revealing each step visually. To minimize cognitive load, the web-based tasks comprised a sequence of steps that carefully ordered the introduction of new statistical and computational ideas (cf. Wouters et al., 2008). The use of small chunks of code that only required small modifications allowed teachers to engage with new computational ideas such as creating scatterplots, similar to the findings of Wiedemann et al. (2020) from research involving high school
students using learnr to explore mathematical modelling. In alignment with Son et al. (2021), we argue that the use of R code in the task was germane load (Sweller et al., 1998), potentially because the computations represented by the code were familiar to the teachers. By considering the relationship between the tool, task and thinking (e.g., Biehler, 2018), we used code in the task to enable teachers to explore changes to their model and to visualize these changes instantaneously, thus potentially enhancing their statistical thinking (e.g., Ben-Zvi, 2000).

The design and use of tinker questions appeared to support the introduction of new computational ideas. As teachers only needed to focus on one TRUE/FALSE statement at a time, we observed learning about new computational representations or actions was reduced into “bite sized” interactions. By connecting actions or representations between GUI-driven and code-driven tools, the teachers appeared to develop new understanding of using APIs, for example features of data structures such as JSON. The interactive approach employed by the tinker questions to support the learning of new computational knowledge could also support students to become active participants in learning from modern data (e.g., Gould, 2010). Furthermore, the tinker questions could help develop data habits of mind (see Finzer, 2013) as they provided guidance for noticing and considering selected features of computational representations or actions.

The specific design decisions to use dynamic data from an API, progressive reveal code chunks and tinker questions for the web-based task were informed by the design considerations of our framework: the introduction of new knowledge (C1), the data used (C2), the tools used (C3) and the level of computational transparency (C4). The design principles of our framework (see Table 1) also guided the construction of task phases and steps. Using the immerse (P1) principle, the first phase of the task engaged teachers with the movie ratings data context. All teachers discussed specific contextual considerations of movie ratings, for example, the differences between the rating systems used by IMDb and Rotten Tomatoes and attempted to use contextual information to guide model decisions later in the task (cf. Pfannkuch, 2011). In the second phase of the task, using the re-familiarize (P2) principle, the teachers were first encouraged to extend familiar ideas of linear regression models to create prediction intervals without using code. The teachers demonstrated statistical thinking when they quantified the size of the prediction errors using an informal visual approach, using methods such as placing their pens on top of the computer screen.

Step 10 of the task used the describe (P3), match (P4) and adapt (P5) principles and the teacher interactions with this step varied, perhaps because there was too much new information presented in one step. The code provided descriptions of the computational steps and output in terms of the prediction model, however, teachers struggled with matching or adapting at least one aspect of the code. In the first iteration of the design framework (Fergusson & Pfannkuch, 2021), the task constructed used the design principles separately for consecutive steps, which meant the teachers knew what computation was needed for each modelling step before reading the code and could focus on how the code syntax and structure tells the computer how to carry out each step (cf. Pruim et al., 2017).

The adapt (P5) principle appeared to be more successfully applied in Steps 12 and 13. All pairs of teachers successfully integrated statistical and computational knowledge when they adapted the code to source appropriate data from the API and modified the error value of their prediction model in response to the accuracy of the predictions. Using the explore (P6) principle, Step 14 encouraged teachers to explore changes to the code with respect to the data and models, with the expectation that new or unexpected outputs from these adaptions would stimulate an integration of statistical and computational thinking and new knowledge. Although we have presented results that indicate new statistical and computational understandings did emerge for the teachers in earlier steps of the task, on reflection Step 14 could have asked the teachers to explore prediction models using a different combination of the variables and data available from the OMDb API.

There are of course limitations to this research. This was a small exploratory study involving six high school statistics teachers, all of whom were familiar with simple linear regression but unfamiliar with the informal predictive modelling approach introduced in the task. Furthermore, the teacher participants had minimal to no experience with APIs or with programming and had not used coding-based approaches for teaching statistical modelling. Although the emergent teacher understandings from our study cannot be generalized to all statistics teachers nor attributed directly to our design framework, we believe they provide important insights into how statistical modelling learning tasks could be designed, particularly for statistics teachers and students new to computer programming.
The learning task from the first iteration was constructed to move learners from a GUI-driven tool to a code-driven tool for carrying out the randomization test. The second iteration of our design framework was applied to develop a task that used a code-driven tool to learn about predictive modelling. Further iterations of our research will be used to evaluate and refine our design framework, by constructing and implementing tasks that introduce new sources of data and/or statistical modelling approaches alongside code-driven tools. For example, a follow up task could be constructed using our design framework that explores other variables and data available from the OMDB API, from both a predictive modelling approach as well as a data wrangling approach (cf. Hardin, 2018).

We have provided some practical design solutions that balance the learning of new statistical and computational ideas. In particular, the use of tinker questions within a web-based task has the potential to develop learners’ confidence with code experimentation. The web-based task, created using the R package learnr, provided easy access to new data to test prediction models and appeared to support the development of new statistical and computational ideas related to predictive modelling and APIs. Furthermore, for high school implementation, our web-based task has the advantage of only needing a browser to engage with the code-driven tool, rather than additional knowledge of computer systems and software installation. The task has since been modified slightly and used successfully with hundreds of undergraduate statistics students learning remotely, and therefore there is the scope for broader implementation within an online environment. More research, however, is recommended on task design that supports teacher and student learning in data science at the high school level, which could include how teachers construct new tasks in line with the proposed design principles and considerations (cf. Sentance et al., 2019).
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APPENDIX

A static version of the web-based task is provided below. The code used to create this task is available at https://gist.github.com/annafergusson/20f2149ede388e73b683d0436f227d3

A live version of this task is available at https://undercoverdatascience.shinyapps.io/SERJ_movies/, although note that the quiz questions may have incorrect answers as the data has changed since the task was implemented.

Building and testing an informal prediction model

Ratings wars

1.

Head to http://www.omdbapi.com/ and scroll down to the Examples section. For the “By title” example, enter “star wars” for the Title and then press the Search button.

*If for some reason the Search function on the website doesn’t work, you can find a screenshot of what you would have got here.*

Which of the following statements are TRUE?

- The JSON is nested - there are multiple records returned for the variable **Ratings**
- The year of the movie returned is 1977
- For the request, t stands for title, and + represents a space
- Two actors are listed in the JSON returned by the API

Submit Answer
2.
Scroll up the page until you find the table that has *By Search* above it. This table shows you parameters you can use in your query to search for movies using the OMDb API.

**Which of the following statements are TRUE?**

- [ ] You can limit your search to the year of release
- [ ] You can select which page of the results to return
- [ ] You can only have the data returned as JSON
- [ ] There are three types movies you can search for

Submit Answer

3.
The code below makes a request to the OMDb API using some of the parameters from the *By search* table we just looked at. Try changing either the word(s) used in the `search_string` or parts of the url and running the code chunk, to answer the question that follows the code chunk.

**Remember to use a + for a space**

```
Code
1 search_string <- "wars"
2 url <- paste0("http://www.omdbapi.com/?s=", search_string,"&Type=Movie&apikey=", omdbKey2)
3 output <- fromJSON(url, flatten=TRUE)
4 as.numeric(output$totalResults)
```

**Which of the following statements are TRUE?**

- [ ] There are around 17 movies with both dog and cat in their title
- [ ] There are around 728 (TV) series with wars in their title
- [ ] There are around 2357 movies with star in their title
- [ ] There are more movies with cat in their title than dog

Submit Answer
4.
Let's get some data! The code below will request the first \( n \) results for whatever you search for, and display the results in a nice table.

Be patient - the code may take some time to run!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Start Over</th>
<th>Run Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>search_string &lt;- &quot;star&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>number_results &lt;- 40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>getResults(search_string, number_results)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Now have a go at this question, which may require some code tinkering!

**Which of the following statements are TRUE?**
- [ ] The last variable/column is called **DVD**
- [ ] You can't request any more than 100 results with this function
- [ ] There are 10 rows (or movies) on each 'page' of the data table
- [ ] The 68th movie when you search for star is called Lego Star Wars: The Padawan Menace

**Submit Answer**

5.
In today's task, we won't focus too much on data manipulation or cleaning. But take another look at some of those variables to answer the question below!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Start Over</th>
<th>Run Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>search_string &lt;- &quot;star&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>number_results &lt;- 20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>getResults(search_string, number_results)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Which of the following statements are TRUE?**
- [ ] You could extract the month the movie was released from the variable **Released**
- [ ] **Runtime** could be a numeric variable but probably won't be read as one by graphing software
- [ ] You could attempt to estimate the gender of the Directors using their first name
- [ ] The variable **Genre** is totally fine how it is!

**Submit Answer**
6.

Our goal for this task is to build an informal prediction model that uses the `imdbRating` for a movie to predict the `metascoreRating` for a movie.

Read some more about how IMDb calculates their ratings for movies and how it is different from how Metacritic calculates their ratings (called a metascore).

Thinking about our morning session on data structures, take yet another look at the data below and discuss with each other how each variable has been created or measured.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Start Over</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>search_string &lt;- &quot;star&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>number_results &lt;- 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>getResults(search_string, number_results)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discuss with each other whether you expect there will be a relationship between these two types of ratings for movies.

7.

Let's see what we can learn from the data! The code below will display a scatterplot, but not of the two variables we want! Run the code and discuss what you see.

Change the code so that it shows `metascoreRating` on the y-axis (the response variable) and `imdbRating` on the x-axis (the explanatory variable).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Start Over</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td># our search results are now stored in the variable star_movies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>star_movies %&gt;%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ggplot(aes(x=Year, y=imdbRating)) + geom_point()</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discuss with each other what the plot reveals about the relationship between the `metascoreRating` and the `imdbRating` for these movies.
8. Run the code below which will fit a line to the data and output the correlation coefficient for the two variables.

```r
Code
1 star_movies %>%
2   filter(is.na(metasmcoreRating) == FALSE)
3   ggplot(aes(x=imdbRating, y=metasmcoreRating)) + geom_point() + geom_smooth(method = "lm", se = FALSE)
4
5 # calculate correlation coefficient (+)
6 cor(star_movies$imdbRating, star_movies$metasmcoreRating, use = "complete.obs")
```

Discuss with each other how well you think the line models the relationship between the `metasmcoreRating` and the `imdbRating` for these movies.

9. Suppose we wanted to predict the metasmcoreRating of another movie that had an imdbRating of 7.

Using the data and line displayed in the plot in the previous section, answer the question below.

Which of the following statements are TRUE?

- [ ] Movies with the same imdbRatings can have different metasmcoreRatings
- [ ] You can use an interval to give the predicted metasmcore rating based on the variation (vertical scatter) observed in the data/plot
- [ ] You would be just as confident making predictions using imdbRatings of 3 or lower as you would making predictions using imdbRatings of between 3 to 9
- [ ] Using the line, you could predict the metasmcoreRating to be around 62

Discuss with each other what two numbers you could use for a prediction interval of the `metasmcoreRating` of another movie that had an `imdbRating` of 7.

10. We are now going to build an informal prediction model that has the form:

```
predicted metasmcoreRating = a + b * imdbRating ± error
```

- $a$ is the y-intercept and $b$ is the slope of the “line of best fit” (a simple linear regression model).
- $error$ will be based on your visual estimate of how far away the points sit vertically from the line.

This model will give you a prediction interval for the `metasmcoreRating` using a movie's `imdbRating`.

Run the code below and then read the comments within the code to learn how to build your informal prediction model. Adjust your model until you are happy with it.
Discuss the following with each other:

- If you only use the fitted line to make predictions, what percentage of movies have their \texttt{metascoreRating} correctly predicted from their \texttt{imdbRating}?
- If you use your informal prediction model to make predictions instead, what percentage of movies have their \texttt{metascoreRating} correctly predicted from their \texttt{imdbRating}?

\textbf{11.}

Time to test that model of yours out!

Before we do, discuss with each other how well you think your model will work to predict the \texttt{metascoreRating} from a movie's \texttt{imdbRating} for movies with war in their title.

PS - you've still got time to change your model!
12.

In the code below, add the details of your model BEFORE running the code (no sneaky peeks!)

```r
# You will need to change the values below to your model built in the previous sections
a <- 50  # y-intercept
b <- 0  # slope
e <- 5  # error

# we need to know how many points of data we are testing our model with
points_plotted <- war_movies %>%
  filter(!is.na(metascore_rating)) %>%
nrow()

# plot magic!
war_movies %>%
  filter(!is.na(metascore_rating)) %>%
ggplot(aes(x=ind_rating, y=metascore_rating)) + geom_point() + geom_abline(intercept = a, 
```

Discuss with each other how well your model performed on the test data.

13.

The final battle of the ratings!

Love is better than war, so let’s try out your model on 50 movies with the love in their title.

This time you are going to have to change a few things in the code before you can test your model. Remember you can scroll back up to previous sections to see what was done there!

```r
search_string <- "hate"
number_results <- 50
love_movies <- getResults(search_string, number_results)

# You will need to change the values below to your model built in the previous sections
a <- 50  # y-intercept
b <- 0  # slope
e <- 5  # error

# we need to know how many points of data we are testing our model with
points_plotted <- love_movies %>%
  filter(!is.na(metascore_rating)) %>%
nrow()

# plot magic!
```

Discuss with each other how well your model performed on this test data. You can also discuss any potential issues you noticed during the modelling process and what you might do differently next time to help deal with these issues.

14.

And we’re done!

If there’s still time, why don’t you scroll back up the page and take a closer look at the code used for each section? Talk with your partner and see if you can work out what is going on.

Feel free to tinker with the code - you can’t break anything, and ctrl+z will undo any changes you make :-}